
Hotel solutions

Feel at 
home,  
all over in 
Europe.
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As an expert partner 
for electrical build-
ing infrastructure with 
strong expertise in 
integrated room solu-
tions, efficient energy 
distribution and ener-
gy management solu-
tions as well as cable 
management solutions, 
we listen closely to un-
derstand your specific 
needs.

We advise and deliver 
on solutions and ser-
vices tailored to your 
individual require-
ments.

We make the tomor-
row’s commercial life 
and business place 
happen.

Hager.  
A partner 
made 
for you.
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Wroclaw 
Paris 

München 
Weert 

Stockholm 
Beringen 

Barcelona  
Antakya   

Andermatt  
Moskau
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Mattias Stengl, General Manager 
Hobo Hotel Stockholm

“To create a  
great place to  
be, you need 
products that are 
both functional 
and stylish.”
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New worlds  
of pleasure.
6



AC by 
Marriott Wrocław 

The AC Hotel by Marriott  
Wrocław is located oppo-
site the National Music 
Forum. Form and functio-
nality of the house create 
a revolutionary hotel ex-
perience. Since the con-
version, the safe of the 
original bank building has 
become a unique place for 
modern meeting culture. 
Other special features  
include the floral staged, 
large outdoor patio with a 
bookable barbeque ban-
quet run by the star chefs 
of the in-house Fuego  
restaurant.

Poland

7
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AC Marriott Wroclaw



A difference you can feel.

Hotel Card switches

Modular devices unimes H 

KNX visualization

volta 

USB/HDMI slot

Electronic hotel card switch, consist-
ing of insert and cover with integrated 
LED lighting. Adjustable switch-off 
delay up to 1 minute via potential-free 
switching contact. Disassembly pro-
tection via screw fastening.

3 Amp power for smartphones and 
tablets.

Controls light, shade, media technol-
ogy and room air conditioning using 
incredibly convenient PMS systems 
(KNX).

The fire protection switch (AFFD) de-
tects serial and parallel fault arcs and 
switches off the affected circuit in less 
than a second.

Whether as a surface-mounted, 
flush-mounted or cavity wall variant, 
the volta small distribution board is 
available for every application. It offers 
up to 60 space units and still has plen-
ty of wiring space.

unimes H is the system for all switch-
gear and control system manufac-
turers. It is characterized by a high 
degree of intrinsic value creation and 
a high standard of safety thanks to 
designs 1–4 and an active ambient 
light protection system and a
High current carrying capacity from 
800 – 4000 A.
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Welcome 
to a melting 
pot of  
cultures.
10



The 25hours Hotel Termi-
nus Nord presents itself 
as diverse as the inhab-
itants of the 10th district 
where it’s located. It offers 
the urban explorer a pleas-
ant retreat and reflects 
the cultural diversity of its 
neighborhood in every de-
tail. Working closely with 
local heroes, design agen-
cies and restaurants, this 
has been more than just a 
hotel. At the end of every 
sightseeing tour it’s like 
coming home. Welcome to 
Paris!

25hours Hotel  
Paris

France
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25hours Hotel Paris



witty.park Supply unit KNX Solutions

Charging station available as a 
single our double charging point, 
wall-mounted or with base, free or 
paid. Ideal for electric vehicles, for 
both your own and your customers.

Round, square or rectangular, they 
can be used in your meeting rooms 
to discreetly route high and low 
current connections as close as 
possible to users.

Set the lighting, ambiences, multi-
media equipment and air conditioning 
using a single interface with open 
and scalable KNX solutions.

berker serie 1930 gallery Manufaktur

The 1930 series is strongly inspired  
by the Bauhaus movement. It is the 
ideal combination of classic and  
modern, offering three finishes 
(Rosenthal porcelain, classic and 
glass).

Simple, high-tech and featuring a 
state-of-the-art design, the 28 models 
in the gallery range offer the perfect 
lighting for your spaces.

Our ranges of wall fittings are all 
customisable, which means you can 
tailor them to suit the style of your 
hotel.

Solutions that simply fit.

13
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Creating  
relaxation 
and appre-
ciation at 
the highest 
level.
14
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As far as quality of life 
is concerned, the Hotel 
Andaz München 
Schwabinger Tor, more 
than meets the high 
standards of the bavarian 
capital. This luxury hotel 
provides several attrac-
tions in Munich including 
skybar, star cuisine and 
wellness pamper spa. 
To experience this pleas-
ure with all your senses is 
the house’s silent promise.

Andaz  
München

Germany

15
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Andaz München



berker serie 1930

berker Q. 3 berker 1930
Rotary switch, 
gold illuminated

R1.SL LED Band

berker serie R.classicberker serie R.classic

The series is a classic of interior 
design and has had a lasting influence 
on switch design. The origins of the 
series go back to the 1930s. The por-
celain version is produced in cooper-
ation with Rosenthal, the most artistic 
porcelain brand in Germany.

Aside from the point and the straight 
line, the circle represents one of the 
oldest elements of geometry. And 
yet, it never ceases to surprise. Such 
as in the form of the R.classic design 
line. This is as pure and elegant as it 
is intense and unmistakable. The vast 
number of inserts from the serie R 
make the implementation of individual 
customer requests a reality.

The indirect lighting of the tehalit.SL 
LED ensures that guests can quickly 
find their way around, and skilfully 
sets the room scene. The LED strip 
of the skirting trunking tehalit.SL 
LED provides indirect light – with a 
motion detector for only when it’s 
actually needed. The tehalit.SL LED 
is both extremely practical and very 
decorative. Its high-quality material 
and aluminium or anthracite colours 
provide for a modern and attractive 
appearance.

Why install a conventional socket out-
let with earthing contact when you can 
also combine the 230 V socket outlet 
with USB charging connections? This 
way you can supply power to smart-
phones, tablets, etc., in a simple and 
stylish way.

A switch that evokes memories  
and emotions. The berker serie  
R.classic stylishly brings together 
a classic design language with 
high-quality materials. The solitary 
arranged elements notably accentuate 
the individual design line of the serie 
R.classic.

The illuminated switch design series 
1930 sets highlights and convinces in 
high-class lifestyle hotels all along the 
line. The highlight of the new illuminat-
ed design lines are the LED module 
and specially developed light guides. 
These create a discreet glow around 
the rotary knob, which functions either 
as an orientation or status light. The 
innovative light guides provide elegant 
design accents in the interior and 
technically assumes the centering 
function for the cover plate. 

Individuality at the highest level.

17
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Prominent 
building in 
the city of 
Weert.



The brasserie-style hotel 
Antje van de Statie has a 
restored façade and char-
acterizes the cityscape 
while the rooms have the 
most modern design. The 
brasserie, with entrance 
opposite the station, 
promises the best coffee, 
and French flair cuisine 
with hospitable service, in 
accordance to the ideas of 
Maria Hubertina Hendrix.

Antje van de Statie  
Weert

Netherlands

19
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Antje van de Statie Weert



tehalit.SL LED Band

univers N Energy metering

berker R.1 

domovea 
automation

Manufaktur switches

In a varaiety of different colours and 
styles, skirtings can be combined 
with various electrical inserts. The led 
lighting creates a good solution for 
night lighting.

In this hotel a special colour and 
finishing was created for the berker 
R.1 switches, so they would match 
the interior perfectly.

The berker R.1 has a timeless design. 
The variety of materials and colours 
provide a great addition to every 
room.

The proven interior installation system 
univers N has been further developed 
into a true professional system up to 
1600 A. This means that individual 
distributions can be implemented even 
faster, even easier and even safer.

KNX visualization: Control light, shade, 
media technology and room air con-
ditioning using incredibly convenient 
building automation system (KNX).

With the energy meter ECA300C you 
get insights in the power usage of your 
building. It helps you save energy.

A difference you can feel.
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A new  
idea of  
community.
22



An old bank office in  
the neighbourhood next 
to Brunkebergstorg was 
transformed into what we 
now call At Six. An elegant 
and distinctive hotel  
created by a strong vision 
and bold ideas.

At Six 
Stockholm

Sweden

23
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At Six  
Stockholm



Solutions that simply fit.

berker serie 1930 USB charging  
socket with 2 USB 

Relay switch  
with centre plate  
for Hotelcard

The number one among rotary switch-
es – then as now: the design language 
is directly based on that of the historic 
Berker Bauhaus switches. The range 
is made either of shiny plastic in black 
or white, or of fine porcelain “made by 
Rosenthal”.

Relay switch with centre plate for 
Hotelcard R.1/R.3 black, glossy Ho-
telcard with potentiometer for step-
wise adjustment of the follow-up time, 
illuminated with blue LED when the 
hotelcard is not inserted, with poten-
tial-free contact.

Type A for charging mobile devices 
such as tablets, smartphones, nav-
igation devices and digital cameras 
via USB cable, short-circuit and over-
load-proof (electronic fuse).

berker Q.1

The berker Q.1 series are switches you 
can feel. From the very first touch you 
can feel the unmistakable velvety tex-
ture. The frames of the Q.1 series are 
gently rounded and have a very har-
monious appearance. In contrast, the 
frames of the Q.3 series are straight 
and angular. The timeless polar white 
and anthracite colours fit into every 
modern living environment. With their 
functional design, the 1930 and Q.1 
series create a special environment. 
A perfect combination of innovative 
technology and timeless design.

25

berker Q.3

Hotelcard switch, USB, HDMI and
International outlets in 15 different
design series in 240 different com-
binations. You can also choose your 
own colour or surface to match the 
interior of the hotel. berker Q.3 is the 
perfect choice of creative technology 
and timeless design.
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We develop interconnected, and
energy-efficient concepts that
integrate all room functions.

This means that your energy consumption can be centrally 
controlled, measured and visualised. As a result, you can 
quickly identify expensive consumption peaks, unexpected 
limit value overruns and operating conditions that deviate from 
the ideal, showing you where energy consumption can be 
optimised and costs saved.

We reduce
operating costs.
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Do Not Disturb
The Do Not Disturb / Make Up Room 
switch ensures that guests’ wishes 
are easily understood by staff, and 
a good communication between 
guest and staff optimises the hotel 
workflow.
 

The Do Not Disturb / Make Up Room 
switches come from our own manu-
facturing, where they are individually 
designed and produced for each hotel. 
This ensures that they blend harmo-
niously into the interior design of the 
building and ensure that guests and 
staff can communicate effortlessly, 
from the moment the guest arrives.
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Whether it’s a change in the 
equipment of a hotel room or 
the renovation of the entire 
building: Our cable manage-
ment solutions deliver power 
and data wherever they are 
needed – today and well into the 
future, thanks to their high ex-
tensibility and adaptability. This 
allows operators to react flexi-
bly to changes at any time and 
to adapt room concepts to their 
wishes.

We give you 
the freedom
to grow whatever 
happens.
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A place 
where  
work and  
atmosphere 
create a 
perfect 
symbiosis. 
30



The Mezzo Hotel in  
Beringen, Belgium, is  
designed for business 
travellers. Availability of 
offices and meeting rooms 
combined with the po- 
ssibility to stay overnight  
increases productivity. In  
addition to direct access 
to main roads, Mezzo also  
offers long-term solutions 
for commuters and com-
panies. When it comes to 
business, the mix of relax-
ation and concentration is 
guaranteed.

Mezzo Hotel  
Beringen

Belgium
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Berker S.1  

The S.1 series stands for “standard”, in terms of modesty, 
functionality and timelessness. The hotel is fully equipped 
with the S.1 range, which includes all the functions a hotel 
needs to offer maximum comfort to its guests. The card
switch ensures that lighting is automatically switched off 
in case of absence.

Mezzo Hotel Beringen



Presence detector Cabinets and  
protection devices

Smoke and heat 
detector

KNX technology

tehalit.SL

The Skirtings SL are available in a 
variety of different colors and styles. 
skirtings can be combined with 
various electrical inserts.

The optical smoke and heat detector 
TG550A is equipped with a double 
optical and thermal technology. In 
addition to optical detection, heat de-
tection is activated when the ambient 
temperature rises abnormally or when 
the ambient temperature reaches a 
value between 54 and 70 °C.

The presence detector enables  
energy-saving in a hotel. It ensures 
that lighting is automatically switched 
off in the absence of guests or staff 
or when the room is sufficiently bright 
without electrical lighting.

With the tebis system you are able 
to control all the electrical functions 
of the installation (lighting, shutters, 
heating). The KNX technology guaran-
tees the durability and interoperability 
of your creations.

A full range of robust and aesthetic 
enclosures for the realization of a 
complete electrical distribution up to 
1600 A: cabinets, main switchgear and 
modular devices.

Individuality at the highest level.

berker serie 1930

The series is an interior design 
classic that has had a lasting influence 
on switch design. The origins of the 
1930 series go back to the 1930s. 
The porcelain variant is produced 
in collaboration with Rosenthal, 
Germany’s most artistic porcelain 
brand.
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Experience 
relaxation 
here with 
ease.
34



Since its inception,  
Sorli Emocions has been 
setting new standards in 
the hotel industry and not 
just in its design language. 
 
The modern hotel where 
you can feel the full magic 
of the Mediterranean; work 
and meet with colleagues 
or clients, or simply enjoy 
a romantic break under 
the Maresme sun. Forget 
routine and enjoy a stay at 
the best kept secret on the 
Barcelona coast.

Sorli Emocions  
Barcelona

Spain

35
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Sorli Emocions Barcelona



berker R.3

h3+/P630 agardio.manager

berker TS sensor

quadro4, quadro5, 
quadro+

KNX

Angular design, round central pieces: 
berker R.3 expertly plays with  
contrasts.

Control light, shade, media technol-
ogy and room air conditioning, ioT 
devices … everything is possible 
with the KNX devices by Hager.

Among the berker R series, berker 
KNX touch sensor combines angular 
and soft shapes with elegant glass 
surfaces in black and polar white.

The new generation of Hager  
moulded case circuit breakers  
combines a reliable protection  
with an accurate integrated energy 
monitoring, together with agardio.
manager.

quadro+, the proven solution that 
assures security, performance and 
reliability. Certified smart robustness 
in enclosures up to 4.000A.

The difference between guessing and 
knowing, agardio.manager is the right 
and simplest solution for smart energy 
monitoring at your hotel.

A difference you can feel.
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Make a  
stay unfor-
gettable.
38



1444 m above sea level, the 
Radisson Blu Hotel Reus-
sen, Andermatt, forms its 
own summit to the moun-
tain massifs of the Swiss 
Alps. Inside and out, the 
exquisite location offers a 
pleasurable ambience and 
ensures a deluxe feel-good 
factor: Highest demands 
combined with deep relax-
ation.

Radisson Blu Reussen  
Andermatt

Switzerland

39
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Radisson Blu Reussen Andermatt



Solutions that simply fit.

USB charging  
sockets

univers N 

For convenient charging of smart-
phones, tablets, digital cameras and 
smart watches, use the practical USB 
charging sockets – for use instead of 
conventional sockets, thanks to the 
new USB charging sockets in the po- 
pular designs kallysto.art, kallysto.
trend and kallysto. pro.

We are constantly developing our 
proven interior installation system 
univers N further – so that electrical 
installers and switchgear manufactu- 
rers can install individual distribution 
boards even faster, even easier and 
even safer. With the robust quality of 
all components and installation-friend-
ly handling, we make it really easy for 
you. And of course reliability is not 
neglected either.

Floor socket

Here the energy is hidden: The 
high-quality stainless steel floor 
boxes from Hager guarantee flexible 
interior design: Cable clutter and 
tripping hazards caused by unneces-
sary extension cables are elegantly 
avoided.

quickConnect

quickConnect combines speed with 
security. Security is very important 
these days while time is often neglec- 
ted. That is why we have developed 
a few ingenious assembly aids that 
combine maximum protection with 
high speed.

Do Not Disturb / 
Make Up Room 
switch 

The Do Not Disturb / Make Up Room 
switch ensures that guests’ wishes 
are easily understood by staff, a good 
communication between guest and 
staff and optimizes the hotel workflow. 
The imprinted symbol is not visible in 
switched off state of the signal light.

41
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Redefining 
Russian 
hospitality.
42



Right in the heart of  
Moscow, the Pentahotel, 
Arbat is the perfect loca-
tion to explore the urban 
Moscow life: partying, 
shopping and the sight-
seeing of all major city 
landmarks are all within 
walking distance. Excellent 
Russian cuisine provides 
plenty of energy for an in-
house gym workout. Those 
who explore Moscow will 
find an air-conditioned 
home with a stylish am-
bience at the Pentahotel 
when they return.

Pentahotel  
Moscow

Russia
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Penta Hotel Moskau
Pentahotel Moscow, Arbat is located in one of the city’s 
landmark buildings – The Book – on Novy Arbat Avenue, the 
famed fashion district, adjacent to Moscow’s prime attrac-
tions including Pushkin Museum, Saint Basil’s Cathedral 
and the iconic Red Square. It is a new home to sightseeing 
travelers and is equipped with 228 rooms over 6 floors, 
polished in its branded design concept. 

Pentahotel Moscow, Arbat
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berker Q.3

berker serie 1930 LED-signal light, 
white lighting

berker Q.3 USB 
sockets

berker serie 1930

berker Q.3 hotelcard 
switch

On one hand, there is the berker Q.3 
clear contour, and on another its us-
er-friendly surface. It is equipped with 
the same center plates as its sister 
program berker Q.1. Its functional ben-
efits are also noteworthy: the berker 
Motele is ideally suited to wall duct 
installations. 

You notice the difference the first 
time you touch it: thanks to its inno-
vative surface, this likable allrounder 
has an unmistakable velvety feel – in 
elegant anthracite and now in an 
additional attractive colour variant.

Mobile phones, digital devices and 
games consoles are now a fixed part 
of everyday life. In the same way, 
a Berker USB charging socket is a 
part of any hotel room. They can 
be used to recharge the batteries 
of many mobile terminals with USB 
connections.

Berker and Bauhaus are not only the 
same age (both were founded in 1919), 
but they also share the same passion 
for pure shapes and functionality. 
Even today, designers and planners 
love both qualities. And because of 
this, the unique Bauhaus-inspired 
berker serie 1930 can be found not 
only in timelessly classic buildings, but 
also in trendy properties such as the 
Pentahotel in Moscow.

Available in plastic polar white or 
plastic black.

Switchable via a separate switch.  
For signaling notices, information or 
warnings.

Individuality at the highest level.
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A homage 
to antiquity.
46



The Museum Hotel  
Antakya is located near  
St. Peter’s Church on  
Starius Mountain in  
Antakya/Hatay. It offers 
200 rooms and with mo-
saics, baths and squares. 
The house combines the 
different layers of civiliza-
tions, which were settled 
during excavations. The 
function of the hotel and 
integrates modern tech-
nologies with more  
traditional materials in  
the interiors.

The Museum Hotel  
Antakya

Turkey
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The Museum Hotel 
Antakya
The Museum Hotel Antakya provides a rich history  
of ancient heritage. It was built over the largest  
Roman Empire mosaic ever discovered. Travelers  
can experience over 2,300 years of history up  
close at this luxurious hotel.

The Museum Hotel Antakya



IP Control KNX

The 75710004 IP controller, central 
operating and visualisation unit via 
web browser for KNX/KNX, KNX serv-
er for supplying max.50 visualisation 
clients with KNX/KNX data, support of 
common web browsers, also usable 
with Apple. Freely configurable graphi-
cal user interface for display on the PC 
screen, integrated element library with 
standard operating elements, up to 20 
operating configurations for different 
applications.

Presence  
detector 360°

DALI Gateway

The TCC530E presence detector 
multi-channel with integrated bus 
coupler and with two independent 
zone detectors for ceiling installation 
for brightness and motion-depend-
ent switching. The presence detec-
tor also enables control of the KNX 
dimmers or the KNX /Dali interfaces 
via an object for further lighting 
regulation.

Hager’s KNX / DALI Gateway com-
plies with the highest standard cur-
rently available in LED lighting con-
trol. In combination with a TCC530E 
presence detector, re-duction of the 
light intensity when no movement 
is detected. The hotel management 
is controlling around 5.500 DALI 
products for common areas and 
visualizes room lighting system with 
IP Control.

49

A difference you can feel.
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Fig. Presence and motion detectors enable 
energy-saving lighting design in a hotel. They 
ensure that lighting is automatically switched 
off in the absence of guests or staff or when 
the room is sufficiently bright without electrical 
lighting. In this way, they contribute to ...

... improving energy efficiency 

... lowering operating costs and 

... reducing CO₂ emissions.
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Aside from guest rooms, public areas 
such as restaurants, bars and spas are 
a frequently underestimated source of 
potential energy savings.

Did you know?
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We develop interconnected,  
and energy-efficient concepts that  
integrate all room functions.

A place 
where guests 
feel at home.
When it comes to the electrical 
infrastructure of a hotel room, 
we are experts in providing 
guests with an extraordinary 
experience. Because with us 
they can feel absolutely safe.
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“Hager solutions  
fit perfectly into  
the language of  
modern design 
thanks to their  

variety and classic,  
timeless design”

Cord Glantz, GEPLAN DESIGN Stuttgart
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Fig. 
berker Q.3 
Design

The KNX room controller can regulate 
both the room temperature and ventilation, 
depending on the user’s preferences.  
Individual welcome scenarios and various 
recallable room scenarios can also be  
selected here – whatever makes your guests 
feel most comfortable.

Swipe, click, 
feel good.
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Werner Aisslinger, Interior Designer 
Bikini Hotel Berlin und Hobo Boutique Hotel Stockholm 

“A hotel room is 
like a place where 
you come home. 
You should feel 
familiar with the 
room and the  
interior, but also 
with the technical 
functions.”
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The variety of switches and building control 
systems in the berker portfolio provide a unique 
selection of 240 different products in 15 design 
collections, from classic to contemporary.

To find out which products and solutions best fit their ideas, we provide  
creative minds with a toolbox of samples, references and catalogues.

Designs that add 
the finishing touch 
to every room.
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Set your spirit 
free with cutting 
edge technology.

We harmonize our products and services  
to align with the latest reliable technology, 
which enables us to provide outstanding 
customer experiences. We put a strong 
emphasis on quality to help future-proof  
our products and ensure that they function  
at an optimal level for as long as possible.
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When solutions 
fit your design 
expectations 
perfectly.
Whether classic, modern classic or 
contemporary, our designs offer an 
unprecedented variety of shapes and  
a wide range of finishes, materials 
and colours; enabling individual solu-
tions for every architectural concept  
and giving rooms a personal touch.
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01 Room solutions
From switching lights on and off remotely to adjusting the 
ambient lighting of each individual space, or automatically 
opening and closing rollers, shutters and blinds, a modern 
room control system can not only be operated intuitively – 
it can also adapt perfectly to the customer’s preferences 
and create an atmosphere in which they can live and work 
well.

In this regard, our room management solutions set high 
standards. Switches, sockets and sensors not only com-
bine sophisticated technology with a unique design, they 
also leave nothing to be desired in terms of comfort, mo-
bility and safety, while at the same time optimising space 
allocation and costs.

02 Cable Management
Our cable management solutions deliver energy and data 
wherever they are needed in hotels, offices and retail 
stores. Whether along floor, wall or ceiling – they offer 
flexibility to every type of building, every workplace and 
every desired application. All this throughout the entire 
life-cycle of a building and in full harmony with its de-
sign, since our solutions adapt flexibly to the needs and 
requirements of different user groups. Therefore, the 
property remains attractive over many years.
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04 Energy Distribution
Energy distribution solutions are developed with the 
needs of the panel builder and end user in mind while 
meeting international design verification standards.
Energy distibution boards can be adapted based on 
customer needs to different levels of safety protection 
and asset requirements.  Designed accordingly, 
system expansions may be realized without switching 
off critical power in commercial applications.

03 Energy Management
The energy efficiency of the electrical system is some-
thing no planner can ignore. This is ensured by the DIN 
VDE 0100-801* standard published in October 2015, 
which describes the requirements for an energy-efficient 
electrical installation. If our customers want to work in 
compliance with industry standards, they should defi-
nitely get to know our energy monitoring system agardio. 
Energy guzzlers can be exposed quickly and operating 
costs can be reduced by changing consumer behaviour – 
without compromising on service quality, personal safety 
or security of supply.

The result is an energy efficiency class for the entire 
electrical system – the EIEC 0 to 4.
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A world of  
customised 
solutions.

The change is obvious. Individualisation has long been a 
mega-trend in all areas of our lives, and this has also found 
its way into the hotel industry. A hotel conveys a sense of life 
and relies on the independence and originality of its design 
and conceptualisation. It is an expression of the owner’s own 
personality and good taste. Above all, customised solutions 
such as tailor-made design have turned out to be a key 
success factor. In order to stand out in the market, traditional 
standards must be thrown overboard in favour of unusual 
ideas that excite guests.

Hager Manufaktur akes all this into account and makes 
a decisive contribution towards turning a hotel into a unique 
place. Our manufacturing combines resources and know-
how from our Hager, Berker and Elcom brands to create 
complete solutions that meet every requirement. From 
individually configured packages from our existing product 
ranges, to the modification of individual products, and to the 
in-house development of unique products that are carefully 
manufactured by hand. The possibilities are almost endless, 
encompassing the entire spectrum of modern electrical 
installations. It’s all coming together. Everything is from a 
single source. Optically and technically. Consistently high 
quality. No breaks, no compromises.

The only limit is your imagination.
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Never has the longing for 
personal expression been 
stronger, never have the 
possibilities been greater. 
A desire that is particularly 
reflected in the world of
personal living spaces.
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“The manufacture 
creates a creative 
framework within 
which the planner 
can move freely.”

Erwin van Handenhoven, 
Hager Group Design Director

Erwin van
Handenhoven

gives products 
a unique look.
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Turn a hotel 
into a sustainable 
investment.
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A hotel should create added value 
over the years. This is why Hager offers 
custom-fit, upgradeable solutions that 
suit tomorrow’s lifestyle spaces.
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Keep your pro-
perty attractive 
just like the 
very first day.

In terms of design, use, 
comfort and regulations, 
our products not only meet 
current needs but also 
adapt flexibly to all future 
requirements. 
Standardized interfaces enable fast implementa-
tion, while guaranteeing compatibility and potential 
for expansion. In this way, hotels are able to offer 
their guests a unique customer experience, both 
now and in the future.
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One partner for  
all your needs
Vítor Freitas
Director Vendas Projecto

Mobile:  +351 912 169 760
Phone: +351 228 346 650
Email:  vitorpedro.freitas@hager.com

As a trustworthy 
and responsible 
partner we are 
always at your 
side. 
We accompany your hotel project from beginning to end. 
We support and advise you in your daily business and with 
any questions about electrotechnical planning thanks to 
our extensive experience and specialist knowledge.
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Hager Group
Hager Group is a leading provider of 
solutions and services for electrical in-
stallations in residential, commercial and 
industrial buildings. Our solutions and 
services range from energy distribution 
to cable management and from security 
systems to building automation.

As an independent family-owned and 
family-run company based in Blieskastel, 
Germany, we are one of the industry’s 
innovation leaders with

2 billion euros in sales and staff in
22 locations around the globe in
more than 120 countries.

Competent  
and committed 
employees all 
over the world
Distribution of Hager 
Group employees  
worldwide.

20%
 Outside Europe

22%
Other countries 
in Europe

> 11,500 employees:
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30%
France

28%
Germany

Innovative across 
the board

3,000
Number of active patents

6%
Share of sales invested in  
research and development

30,000
Number of training sessions  
(face to face & e-learning)

Organic
growth 2018

+4,8%
79
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Because we know that business is done between people, 
being close to our customers is one of our most important 
corporate values. And that is exactly why you will not be 
assisted by just anyone, but by your personal contact. He 
understands what you need and exchanges ideas with our 
specialists when necessary. This enables him to offer you 
products and solutions that meet your requirements and 
provide real added value. 

We accompany you through all phases of your project. And 
make sure that our offers not only fit your specifications 
perfectly, but are also future-proof. The solutions offered 
are consistent and scalable and thus simplify the imple-
mentation of changes in the planning process.

Hager represents simplicity and safety in all aspects of 
electrical installation in residential and functional buildings. 

We are 
your partner.

Hager BIM objects help you to make digital 3D planning of 
new buildings transparent and much more efficient.  
In our database, underfloor systems and dado trunking 
systems are available digitally as BIM objects in the Re-
vit and ArchiCAD file formats. The objects can be easily 
imported into common BIM programs. Our underfloor and 
dado trunking systems are also available in the BIM data 
portal, BIMobject, which is available across manufacturers. 
You save time, remain competitive and increase quality as 
a result.

All of Hager’s BIM objects are listed at  
hager.de/bim and bimobject.com/hager-group
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Notes
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Tel.: +351 2144 584 50

Agência Norte
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4100-356 Porto
Tel.: +351 2283 466 50
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